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Joanna Jankowska-Kisielinska. Kazimierz Mikke: Iinelastic neutron scattering in the spin
wave energy gap of the polydomain y-Mn(12%Ge) alloy. The subject of the present
experiment was the investigation of the inelastic neutron scattering (INS) for energy
transfers lower than and close to the energy gap of the spin wave spectrum for long
wavelengths. The aim was a search for the excitations at the magnetic Brillouin zone
(MBZ) boundary in polydomain Mn(12%Ge) alloy. The present measurements were
performed by a 3-axis spectrometer at MARIA reactor at IEA in Swierk. We observed
the INS in the polydomain Mn(12%Ge) alloy for energies smaller than and close to the
energy gap value of the spin wave spectrum at room temperature. The observed intensity
can be treated as a sum of intensity of neutrons scattered on spin waves around magnetic
Brillouin zone centre and that of neutrons scattered on fluctuations at the zone boundary.
The intensity of both components for energies 2 - 6 meV was found to be of the same
order. For higher energies spin waves around magnetic zone centre dominate.

Joanna Jankowska-Kisielinska. Kazimierz Mikke: Niesprgzyste rozpraszanie neutronow
w przerwie energetycznej widma fal spinowych w polidomenowym stopie y-
Mn(12%Ge). Przedmiotem pracy bylo zbadanie niespre.zystego rozpraszania neutronow
(INS) dla przekazow energii nizszych i bliskich wartosci przerwy energetycznej w
widmie fal spinowych. Celem bylo poszukiwanie wzbudzen w poblizu granicy
magnetycznej strefy Brillouina (MBZ) w polidomenowym stopie Mn(12%Ge). Pomiary
byly przeprowadzone przy uzyciu 3-osiowego spektrometru przy reaktorze MARIA w
Swierku. Zbadano INS w polidomenowej probce stopu Mn(12%Ge) dla energii
mniejszych oraz bliskich wartosci przerwy energetycznej w widmie fal spinowych, w
temperaturze pokojowej. Stwierdzono, ze mierzone nate.zenie moze bye traktowane jako
suma natfzenia neutronow rozpraszanych na falach spinowych wokoi srodka
magnetycznej strefy Brillouina oraz nate.zenia neutronow rozpraszanych na fluktuacjach
na granicy strefy. Nate.zenie obu skladnikow dla energii 2 - 6 meV jest tego samego
rze.du wielkosci. Dla wiekszych energii fale spinowe wokol srodka strefy magnetycznej
dominuja.-
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our measurements of the INS in Mn(12%Ge) alloy in wide temperature range up to

1.25 TN were reported some time ago [1].

The subject of the present paper is the investigation of the inelastic neutron scattering

(INS) for energy transfers lower than and close to the energy gap of the spin wave spectrum

for long wavelengths. The aim is a search for the excitations at the magnetic Brillouin zone

(MBZ) boundary in polydomain alloy.

A 3-axis spectrometer makes possible the measurements in single crystal for precisely

detemined position in the reciprocal lattice space. In polydomain sample this determination

is ambiguous. In 1-Q AF1 magnetic structure in fee (fct) crystal structure, the spectrometer

arrangement for the MBZ centre in one type of magnetic domains gives the reciprocal

lattice point close to the MBZ boundary for another domain type. Since the spin waves with

the energy lower than at least 150 meV were not expected at the MBZ boundary in the

y-Mn alloys, the low energy INS was treated as originating from spin waves with wave-

vectors close to the MBZ centre only. In our earlier work on Mn(12%Ge) [1] we have

found, that for 300 K and higher temperatures it is difficult to keep this assumption. Some

extra origin of INS seems to appear at these temperatures.

Our INS measurements in Mn(13.7%Ni) alloy with unequal domain population

demonstrated the presence of INS at the MBZ boundary [2]. The intensity of the INS at the

zone boundary is, at TN, equal to the INS intensity at the MBZ centre and it decreases with

temperature, but is still observable at 300 K in this alloy. We have found that the INS

around these peculiar points at the MBZ boundary can be described by the Lorentzian type

cross-section used in the hydrodynamic region of the paramagnetic phase and that the

values of parameters obtained in both cases are of the same order. Similar effects were

predicted [3] and observed [4] in the incommensurate spin density wave in chromium.

We think that these effects are present in Mn(12%Ge) alloy and they are the reason of our

difficulties with the spin wave analysis. To test this idea we performed additional

measurements for energies below and close to the energy gap in the spin wave spectrum at

room temperature. For these energies the contribution to INS from the damped spin waves

is rather small and the other contribution may be measured.

We compared also the parameters of the Lorentzian cross-section derived from our

earlier measurements of INS in paramagnetic phase in Mn(12%Ge) with that obtained for

the Lorentzian term in the antiferromagnetic phase.



2. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

The investigated sample is a single crystal of irregular form, volume -12 cm3. It was

grown in the Institute of Metal Physics, Moscow, Russia. Its mosaic spread (FWHM) is ~

120'. The chemical composition verified by the X- ray electro-microprobe is: Mn 85.6+

1.4%, Ge 12.0±1.2 %, Cu 1.5±1.1%, Si 0.8+0.2 %. The composition of the investigated

alloy is close to the composition of the phase boundary between AFl tetragonal and AFl

orthorhombic phases. The Neel temperature obtained by the measurement of the

temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility is 480±5 K. In the paramagnetic

phase the lattice structure is fee. Below TN the single-Q AFl antiferromagnetic structure is

formed and the tetragonal distortion take place. The tetragonal deformation is 1-c/a =0.013

at room temperature what is considerably smaller than 0.037 for Mn(5%Ge) and 0.032 for

Mn(10%Ge) [5]. The sample is polydomain, the distribution of the domain population was

measured at room temperature. We obtained 27.5±5.2 %, 40.0+5.5 % and 32.5±6.0 % of

domains with Qo vector oriented along the [100], [010] and [001] correspondingly.

The INS measurements were performed in the scattering plane (1,-1,0) where magnetic

Brillouin zone centres are placed only for the domains with QQ parallel to the [001]

direction.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The measurements were performed by a 3-axis spectrometer at MARIA reactor at

IEA in &wierk. The horizontal collimation angles, starting from the reactor core were: 127'

- 40' - 40' - 40'. The monochromator and analyzer were pyrolytic graphite crystals of

mosaicity FWHM 24' and 44'. The measurements were performed in the (0,1,-1) plane with

constant energy of the scattered neutrons 14.8 meV. The section of the MBZ boundaries

with the (1,-1,0) scattering plane for differently oriented domains are presented in fig. 1.

The I(E) distribution was obtained at the (001) rip. The I(q) distributions were

measured for energy range 2 - 1 8 meV in [001] and [110] directions around the (001) rip.

The I(E) distribution is shown in fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Magnetic Brillouin zone boundaries in the scattering plane for differently oriented

domains.
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Fig. 2. The I(E) distribution for the (001) reciprocal lattice point.

The solid line is the computed distribution for the best fitted parameters of the neutron

scattering cross-section by damped spin waves only. The line fits well to data points, but this

fit is obtained for the background plus the incoherent scattering (BGIC) placed at the level

of 200 counts. In fig. 2 we have shown also the maxima and the biggest possible BGIC level

obtained from the the I(q) distributions (thick dashed line). The BGIC level determined

from the I(q) scans is lower than that obtained from I(E) scan by about 120 counts at low

eneries ( 2 - 5 meV).

The I(q) distributions for energy transfers 3, 4, 5 meV are presented in fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The I(q) distributions for energy transfer below the spin wave gap energy.

The contributions of the fitted intensity are signed as follows: the thick solid line is the

contribution from spin waves, the thick dashed line is the Lorentzian type contribution, the

thin dashed line is the background plus incoherent scattering level. The thin solid line is the

sum of these three contributions.

4. DATA ANALYSIS

We observed INS in the polydomain Mn(12%Ge) alloy for energies smaller and close

to the value of the gap of the spin wave spectrum, which is 6.8 ± 0.2 meV at room

temperature. Some part of the observed intensity is difficult to fit using the scattering cross-

secton for damped spin waves only. Guided by our results for Mn(13.7%Ni) alloy with

unequal domain population [2] we postulated that some INS intensity is present around the



MBZ boundary point and for polydomain sample this intensity is mixed with the intensity

due to the spin waves around MBZ centre. For data analysis we used the sum of the neutron

scattering cross-section for damped spin waves and for the fluctuations in the Lorentzian

form. The cross-section for scattering on spin waves was taken in the form (see eg [6]):

d2aw _ E . Tlw(q)

dQdE l-exp(E/kT) (E1 -E2f + E2rJ(q)

where Eq
2 = v2 • q2 + Eg

2 and Tsw (q) = T3W (0) + F: • q, v is the spin wave velocity and Eg is

the gap in the spin wave spectrum.

The cross-section for neutron scattering at the MBZ boundary was used in the

Lorentzian form [6]:

d2Qf r: E . Tf(q)
dQBE " 1 -exp(E/kT) E2 +Tf\q)

where Tf(q) = T(l + A]l-q
2+AL'qL

2 and Ap A± are the longitudinal and transverse

"stiffness constants".

The parameters of the scattering cross-section were obtained by fitting the I(q)

distributions for energies 2 - 6 meV assuming the value of the velocity of the spin waves

obtained from earlier measurements for higher energies [1]. The value of the energy gap 6.8

±0.2 meV and damping parameter Fj = 50 meVA were obtained from the fit of the I(E)

distribution with higher BGIC level. The obtained values of "stifhess constants" were Ay =
220+ meVA and Ax = 130+ meVA. The longitudinal "stiffness constant" is close to the

paramagnetic value for A, but the transverse "stiffness constant" is evidently lower.

As seen from the fig. 3 the intensity of the scattering on the fluctuations at the MBZ

boundary is of the same order as the intensity of the scattering on the spin waves around

MBZ centre for energy transfer up to 6 meV. For higher energies the intensity of the

scattering on the spin wave around MBZ centre dominate. However as we observed in [2]

the intensity due to the spin waves decreases with energy faster than that due to fluctuations

at the zone boundary, fluctuations may be important for energies above 20 meV.
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